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Abstract

Software Engineering as a profession and its associated Education & Training have to be addressed in a holistic way. We need to identify all relevant stakeholders along with their unique needs and constraints before embarking on design interventions. Looking at the attributes of a generic engineering artifact, we derive the framework for producing a "total" software engineer. We look at Software Development as a problem solving and model refinement activity. We need to rely on linkages with other established branches of engineering and science. Formal academic institutions have to create an ambience for learning knowledge of permanent value. We discuss the responsibility of Industry in shaping professionals who can deliver safe and dependable solutions to societal problems. Professional bodies such as IEEE need to play a more proactive role in setting standards for the profession, duly taking into account the needs of all stakeholders. We provide pointers of how the Indian industry has been able to harness the country's Human Resources in building robust Software Enterprises.
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